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I want this war to end. I want to go back to my land
and work as soon as I can. I wish both the armed
groups and the military can find a way to stop fighting. The longer this war is, the harder our lives are.
Person displaced by conflict, Kachin State

People displaced by conflict in Kachin State want to return in safety to their land of
origin, yet much of their land is being appropriated by a range of actors, with little
accountability. Legal or administrative procedures are being used in a way that
undermines the rights of those displaced by conflict and ignores the exceptional
circumstances of displacement. Forced and arbitrary restrictions on movement
reduce accountability and transparency further and exacerbate fears about the
land that has been left behind, increasing tensions.
Losing their land of origin is a pressing issue for people displaced by conflict, and
one that requires urgent action. Even when conditions are eventually met for those
displaced to safely and voluntarily return to their land of origin, their inability to
reclaim their land from third parties is likely to undermine peace, reconciliation and
development efforts.
All stakeholders can play a role in resolving the lack of clarity over land rights for
displaced people by taking both immediate and longer-term action to recognize,
protect and promote secure rights to land of origin and to ensure that equitable
remedy is available in cases where land has been appropriated by external actors
without the knowledge or consent of displaced individuals.
The Durable Peace Programme (DPP) is a consortium of seven international and
local organizations that have been supporting peace, reconciliation, rehabilitation
and development in Kachin State since 2015. Ensuring that the voices of all people
feed into the peace process is a central component of the programme. Listening
to the voices of those displaced by conflict, it is clear that they overwhelmingly
want to return to their land, and that the barriers to return are directly linked to the
failures of the peace process in Kachin State.
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The importance of land in Kachin
The issue of land is very important to most internally displaced persons (IDPs)1 in
Kachin. The research underpinning this briefing paper found that:
•
•
•

Most IDPs had access to land at their place of origin prior to displacement
(primarily through customary tenure or informal purchase);2
Most IDPs are engaged in agriculture and/or livestock-based livelihoods;3
Most IDPs want to return to their land of origin.4

This report was produced to explore growing concerns that IDPs’ land of origin
in Kachin is being acquired by various actors without the permission of, or
consultation with, IDPs themselves. These concerns have been raised regularly
by IDPs throughout Kachin5 and are increasingly gaining media attention.6 Field
research carried out as preparation for this brief has produced new evidence of
what is happening to land vacated by IDPs.7 In order to protect the anonymity of
interviewees, this report does not reproduce extensive detail from case studies,
but links trends identified in the cases researched with broader systemic issues
related to IDPs’ land of origin.
Although the timing for any possible return remains unclear, the necessary
preconditions should be in place to enable eventual return and reintegration where
possible. An important precondition would be that IDPs’ rights to their land of origin
are clarified and legally recognized. The Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC)
Framework on Durable Solutions for Internally Displaced Persons stipulates that
the restoration of housing, land and property is a key component for achieving a

‘IDPs and any other people affected by armed conflicts will retain
all their previous rights and/or entitlements they might have;
transitional justice should apply, this includes: right to restitution, (right to recover their properties, housing and land, and to
request compensation for those who lost family members, were
injured or lost properties) and protection of civil and political
rights.’
Joint Strategy Team, Kachin, 2017
The Durable Peace Programme (DPP)’s endline assessment strongly reinforces both
that IDPs surveyed overwhelmingly want to return and that the barriers to return
are directly linked to the failure of the peace process in Kachin, a context that
remains highly volatile and unpredictable. Through an extensive survey detailing
IDPs’ perceptions, the DPP report establishes that the three main barriers to return
reported by IDPs are the presence of armed actors, the presence of landmines and
active armed conflict.11 Although for a majority of these IDPs the desire to return
remains strong, perceptions about the actual possibility of return indicate that
over the past three years levels of uncertainty have increased,12 which is likely
prompted by an escalation in armed conflict in Kachin.
For most IDPs surveyed in Kachin, their desire to return to their land of origin is in part
linked to an understandable need to restore their previous livelihoods and economic
opportunities.13 Land, however, is about far more than economic assets. As in
many parts of the world, land in Kachin State has a social and cultural significance,
and is a key source of identity, from the Myitsone confluence14 being regarded as
the spiritual birthplace of the Kachin people to small prayer hills having localized
significance. Burial, ancestral and spiritual grounds are situated throughout the
state. This report cannot do justice to the full extent of these dynamics,15 but it
is important to recognize that IDPs’ land is more than just a replaceable economic
asset. The JST, whose members do extensive work with IDP populations, argues for
a ‘free choice of return to their original locations’. Resettlement or compensation
for lost land appears to be an inferior option for IDPs compared with return. This
reality must inform the way in which stakeholders approach IDP land issues in
Kachin State.
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durable solution for peace.8 The Joint Strategy Team (JST),9 a coordinating body of
nine humanitarian organizations working closely with IDPs, has also reiterated the
importance of restitution in addressing transitional justice, including an assertion
of the principle that all IDPs will retain their previous rights to land and property.10
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Land rights and governance of land in Kachin
Kachin State, which has an area of roughly 89,000 square kilometres,
has been severely affected by conflict. The Kachin Independence
Organisation (KIO) and its armed winged the Kachin Independence
Army (KIA) have been in conflict with the Myanmar Armed Forces
(the Tatmadaw) since the 1960s. The latest iteration of armed conflict
is the result of a ceasefire collapsing in 2011. This rapidly led to the
displacement of over 100,000 people, nearly all of whom remain
displaced today. Their experiences of displacement are traumatic, often
involving fleeing into the jungle, losing livelihoods and property and
being subject to violence. Six years after the resumption of fighting,
peace remains elusive and the situation remains tense and volatile.
Land in some parts of the state is under the administrative control of
the KIO/A, while in other areas it is controlled by ‘border guard forces’.
Most land, however, is formally under the control of, and administered
by, the Myanmar government, backed by the Tatmadaw, within the
national legal framework. In certain areas influence may be wielded
by two or more of the above actors, including in relation to decisions
about land use. The vast majority of people from rural communities
across the state engage in agriculture, including shifting cultivation, and
community forestry. While formal titling of farmland is progressing,
much land, including that forcibly abandoned by IDPs, is not titled but
is under customary land tenure arrangements. Kachin has been subject
to several waves of large-scale land acquisition in recent years, with
actors motivated by its mineral and forest resources, as well as its strong
agricultural potential and proximity to the Chinese market.

Many IDPs interviewed claimed that their land of origin was being appropriated for
use by armed actors, for the extraction of natural resources, for small-scale and
large-scale agriculture, and for civilian habitation and other purposes. Appropriation
ranged from small-scale encroachment on land to acquisitions of several hundreds
of hectares, including for agricultural plantations. One interviewee detailed a case
where their land was used for gold mining operations:

I came to know that businessmen were doing gold mining at our
original village… I saw that much of our farmland was devastated because of the gold mining. As we didn’t have authority and
money, we couldn’t do anything about it. Although we went to
report the case to village-level authorities, no action was taken.
Reasons for these acquisitions were primarily reported to include military objectives
and small- and large-scale commercial activities, as well as opportunism and
convenience. The actors allegedly involved in the appropriations ranged from
members of non-displaced communities and Myanmar companies to armed actors
and foreign companies.
According to field investigations, the instances of large-scale appropriation of IDPs’
land appear to be particularly concentrated in areas that have a greater abundance
of natural resources, fertile ground and/or strategic military value to armed actors,
such as in contested areas, including areas close to the road from Myitkyina to
Bhamo. The JST sent a letter in October 2017 relaying the concerns of IDPs about
the appropriation of IDP land of origin for the development of banana plantations.
Most small-scale appropriation of IDPs’ land highlighted by those interviewed
appears to be more ad hoc and opportunistic, rather than systematic, such as
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inter-communal land appropriation of one family’s land by another. However, there
are also instances of small-scale appropriation of IDPs’ land appearing to be for the
strategic purposes of armed actors. IDPs interviewed said that they often feared
visiting or returning because of the presence of these armed actors. They also fear
that there may be additional larger-scale appropriation of land but they cannot
know for sure, since access problems mean that the required consultation of land
rights holders cannot take place.
In the scope of existing field research, the full extent of appropriation of IDPs’ land in
Kachin could not be assessed, though multiple sources suggest that the scale of the
problem, including that of large-scale acquisitions of land for banana plantations,
could be considerable.16 Gauging the full scale of appropriation of land to which
IDPs still have rights would require extensive research, including documentation
and checking of claims. Although at some point a full review will need to be done
as part of a robust land restitution process, at present this is not feasible, in part
due to insecurity relating to active armed conflict and the presence of landmines.
Comments in October 2017 by the Kachin State Chief Minister, however, suggest
that an official review is under consideration17.

‘Kachin State Chief Minister Dr. Hket … ordered the state office’s
secretary to establish a land scrutiny commission in order to
establish the amount of redistributed land and how much of it
belongs to IDPs. He declined to give a time frame for the scrutiny
process and the resettlement of IDPs but acknowledged it could
be a growing problem in the area.’
The Irrawaddy, 3 October 2017

This report does not provide an in-depth analysis of land laws and policies applying
in Myanmar and Kachin, as this exists elsewhere,18 but it is important to note
certain points to clarify the status of IDP land rights in law and in practice. Among
the relevant national legislation and policies applicable to this context are:
• the 2016 National Land Use Policy (NLUP), which explicitly references the rights
of IDPs
• a land use policy under development by the KIO
• the 2012 Vacant, Fallow and Virgin Lands Management Law (VFV Law)
• the 2012 Farmland Law
• the 2013 Law of Protection of Farmers’ Rights and Enhancement of their
Benefits
• the 2013 Natural Disaster Management Law.
The three key sets of international principles that should inform national legislation
governing the land of origin for IDPs are:
• the United Nations Principles on Housing and Property Restitution for Refugees
and Displaced Persons (the ‘Pinheiro Principles’)
• the UN Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement
• the Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation
for Victims of Gross Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious
Violations of International Humanitarian Law.
These laws, policies and principles from the KIO, the Government of Myanmar and
the international community suggest that IDPs retain their rights to their land of
origin, even when displaced. According to these laws, there are no legal provisions19
allowing for other actors to arbitrarily take over land forcibly abandoned by IDPs.
Moreover, provisions relating to the exceptional circumstances of displacement
and loss of livelihoods as a result of armed conflict, within the official definition of
natural disaster, can be interpreted to address the situation of IDPs, both in terms
of damage to and loss of land and property, as well as restitution, and in terms of
protections.
In national laws, the Government of Myanmar also has a positive obligation to
provide health, education and livelihood opportunities for IDPs, which is broadly in
line with the UN Guiding Principles that reiterate a duty to support them to recover
property or land and assist in reparation.
•

The 2013 Natural Disaster Management Law, whose definition of natural
disaster includes ‘man-made accidents’, makes explicit reference to ‘violence
and armed insurgencies’ as a listed cause of a natural disaster.20 It goes on,
under article 18, to outline the procedures to minimize losses and includes
both short-term and long-term emergency response measures. This includes
keeping records of damages and losses and stipulates that the government
has a positive obligation towards ‘rehabilitation in order to restore agriculture,
livestock breeding and other vocations required for victims’. That this law
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•

•

explicitly stipulates government responsibility to provide health, education
and livelihood opportunities for persons affected by natural disaster is broadly
in line with the UN Guiding Principles, which reiterate the duty to support IDPs
to recover property or land and to assist in reparation.
The 2013 Law of Protection of Farmers’ Rights and Enhancement of their
Benefits refers to ‘giving priority assistance to farmers possessing small
plots who encounter damage to the farm land and crops due to a natural
disaster or infestation of pests or diseases and other causes’21. This provision
is significant because it stipulates a case of exception, since in Myanmar
violence and conflict are part of the legal definition of ‘natural disaster … or
other causes’. Assistance to farmers required under the law for those who
have lost their land would surely include measures to assist them in restoring
their farms and livelihoods.
The 2016 National Land Use Policy22 also recognizes that, for ethnic nationals
who have lost their land resources due to civil war, land confiscation, natural
disaster or other causes, the ‘desire to resettle to their original lands,
adequate land use rights and housing rights shall be systematically provided

From this legal perspective, there are both challenges and opportunities to be
considered:
• Myanmar’s land laws do not provide sufficient guidance on IDPs’ return to
land of origin or restitution. IDPs are largely unable to engage in a process of
documenting land claims or formalizing their land tenure rights, and these
laws are being used unfairly by external actors to register IDPs’ land of origin
for their own purposes.
• Ongoing conflict leads to a situation in which armed actors from all sides are
involved in the occupation of land, much of which is likely to be for strategic
military purposes, rather than commercial, residential or agricultural purposes.
Under such exceptional circumstances, the normal rules that govern civilian
land use are not applied.
• Under normal circumstances, if farmland is left fallow for a number of years
without justification,24 farmers or businesses may forfeit their rights to it
and the land then reverts to the state. This should not apply, however, under
‘exceptional’ circumstances, which would also include displacement resulting
from conflict. There appears to be confusion about how these ‘use it or lose it’
rules apply in the exceptional case of land abandoned by IDPs, which is leading
to authorities allowing acquisitions of this land by third parties to take place.
• Numerous international principles provide guidance for restitution of IDPs’ land,
and these same principles should be reflected in local legislation governing
land issues. This has not happened explicitly or clearly in Myanmar, however.
• The NLUP provides some general guidance for IDPs’ return and land restitution,
committing to the basic principle of implementing fair procedures related to
land tenure and housing rights of IDPs. The NLUP, however, is not a legally
enforceable document, and current legislation must still be reviewed and
revised to reflect these basic principles. Despite the recent announcement of
the Union government of the formation of a National Land Use Council,25 the
implementation of this, including the development of a planned National Land
Law, has barely started, two years after the policy was announced.
• Rules differ in areas under the control of the Kachin Independence
Organisation/Army, which can cause further legal confusion. The KIO/A, which
administers land in areas not controlled by the government,26 is in the process
of developing its own land policy.27 The KIO/A currently recognizes customary
land tenure and issues individual land use certificates, and in some instances
has also assisted in resolving land disputes. Recent KIO/A statements relating
to the grabbing of IDP land indicate a recognition of IDPs’ right of return and
restitution in conflict-affected areas.28
• There is currently a wide range of land legislation and policy under discussion,
which makes it hard to address a single issue as specific as IDP land rights.
The Farmland Law and the VFV Law are currently being amended in parliament,
along with the 1894 Land Acquisition Act. In addition, the NLUP is in its early
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in accordance with international best practices and human rights standards’23.
This implies that policy is guided by the three sets of international principles
mentioned above. It is also significant that the NLUP recognizes customary
land tenure rights. This is of relevance because most IDPs in Kachin were
living and farming under customary land tenure arrangements prior to their
displacement in 2011.
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•

stages of implementation, and land rights issues also feature in the national
political dialogue.29 A wide range of issues are part of the longer-term reform
agenda in relation to land, such as the status of customary land rights,
women’s land rights, protection against land grabbing by foreign and domestic
investors and the need to have fairer judicial procedures for farmers.
The government is continuing to process a backlog of complaints in relation
to thousands of land confiscations across the whole of Myanmar, mainly but
not exclusively dating from the start of the period of transition to democracy.30
Many of these cases are in Kachin State.

The challenges described in this paper add an additional layer of complexity to an
already very challenging policy environment. As a result, the issue of the rights to
land of IDPs is often forgotten or sidelined, in spite of the real urgency of the issue
and the priority given to land issues by IDPs themselves in Kachin.

The unclear legal status of forcibly
abandoned land causes confusion
The case studies researched for this briefing paper reveal legal uncertainty on
what to do with land forcibly abandoned by IDPs. In some instances, interviewees
alleged that companies used the VFV Law to register IDP land, and in others land
was registered using the Farmland Law. Some interviewees claimed that both
the General Administration Department (GAD) and the Department of Agricultural
Land Management and Statistics (DALMS) were more favourable to businessmen
in registering their land, pointing to a power imbalance that worked against IDPs.
In some instances, village administrators or leaders refused to get involved in
resolving land disputes or deferred to local military commanders, suggesting a
lack of accountability or clarity about how to resolve disputes in relation to IDP
land. In some cases it was clearly because more powerful interests were at play,
and some interviewees alleged corruption between local officials and businesses.
An interviewee whose land was being used by a businessman for a gold mining
operation reported:

We went to report the case to a military officer whose base is just
near the village. But that officer refused to get involved, saying
it had nothing to do with him… He [the businessman] refused
to give us compensation despite the fact that it was asked for. He
is not afraid of anyone as he has a good relationship with the
authorities.
Some cases suggest that some recognition of IDP rights exists, such as where local
civil society organizations (CSOs) have successfully challenged land acquisitions
under the VFV Law procedures, using the argument that the land was IDP land.
In others, village administrators have stood up for IDP land rights, or companies
have been reported to have paid compensation or rent for IDP land they are using.
In other instances, CSOs or local lawyers and paralegals have been able to work
more informally towards dispute resolution, reaching some sort of compensation

The different ways in which IDP land is being appropriated give the impression that
clear mechanisms to address disputes are lacking and that enforcement is ad hoc,
but that sensitivity to IDP land rights does exist in some places. Though multiple case
studies pointed to IDPs attempting different forms of redress involving different
administrative bodies, how they worked varied considerably from case to case. This
could either mean a lack of legal clarity or a lack of political will, or a combination of
both. Notably, there is no clear statement in the law about protections for land and
property rights of people displaced by conflict, although protections are implied
in the Natural Disaster Management Law, which recognizes ‘armed conflict’ in its
definition of natural disaster.

Restricted access increases impunity
Barriers to return have meant that some IDPs have effectively lost their ability to
assert any land rights they may have. One finding of the field research was that
military checkpoints and other arbitrary restrictions on the movement of people
are commonplace, and these ultimately reduce accountability and oversight of
actors appropriating land to which IDPs may have a valid claim. This also presented
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compensation granted is neither just nor fair – and in several cases it was only
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practical obstacles for the research team
in its efforts to investigate claims of land
appropriation. Many IDP informants have
explained how they were interrogated at
checkpoints and were often unable to pass.
Even if entry was granted, IDPs have reported
in interviews that they have faced intimidation
and have feared for their own safety, for
instance in relation to landmines, while there
were also accusations of grave human rights
abuses. As one interviewee explained:

I was scared of being shot
even though I wished to
go there [home]… I feel
threatened and insecure…
Even if there is peace, we
will not be sure if the landmines have been cleared or
not.
In another interview, an IDP reported being
denied access to their land by the Tatmadaw:

Almost all of the IDPs …
are not able to go back to
their home. Many have
tried to go back and check
on their lands but were
stopped and investigated
by the military.
Research indicated that IDPs in non
Government controlled areas, areas controlled
by the KIO, and in Government controlled areas
reported harm or fear caused by a combination
of artillery, gunfire and landmines. These
factors effectively create barriers to IDPs being
able to access their land. These restrictions
make it difficult for IDPs to monitor what is
happening to their land or to be consulted
in village-level governance structures or as
part of land surveying carried out in relation
to land acquisitions. Consequently, many
IDPs either do not know what is happening to
their land or, if they do know, they struggle
to access their villages and land of origin to
assert their land rights. Both factors make it

Laws are used to
dispossess IDPs of
their land unfairly
The VFV Law provides for the transfer of
land to ‘Myanmar citizen investors’ and to
‘rural farmers and families who wish to carry
out manageable agricultural projects’. It
is reported to have been used by external
actors to acquire IDP land for economic
exploitation. This was found to have occurred
across several townships, particularly
Waingmaw and Momauk. In some instances,
it may simply have been opportunistic action
on the part of non-displaced communities
and in other cases it was on a larger scale
by bigger actors. There are two main issues
at stake here. Firstly, when other actors
succeed in formally acquiring IDP land, it
makes the IDPs’ eventual return even more
challenging, owing to the presence of
secondary occupants on their land who, with
a legal permit or farmland certificate, may
have lived on or invested in the land for a
significant period of time. Secondly, the way
the VFV Law is used by others to acquire IDP
land suggests flaws in the implementation
of procedures under the law, which should
be revised.
In the VFV Law, there are clear procedures
that must be followed to ensure that land
is actually available before it is allocated to
farmers or businesses. Township officials
must verify ‘whether the lands are in fact
vacant, fallow and virgin lands’. Additionally,
the Central Committee for the Management
of Vacant, Fallow and Virgin Land has a
positive obligation to ‘negotiate with the
said peasants and take action to ensure
that they are not unfairly or unjustly dealt
with’, should there be sufficient evidence
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to prove that the land was not vacant.
While not explicit, it can be assumed
that it is ‘unfair’ to acquire the rights
to the land of farmers who have fled
conflict, who are not present and who
cannot give their permission.
The land claim process outlined in the
VFV Law demonstrates how easily the
law can be used to dispossess IDPs of
their land of origin. After submitting an
application for the right to work or utilize
‘vacant, fallow and virgin land’, the
relevant township official is obligated
to notify the public by displaying a
notice in the relevant government
department office (Form 5). Thereafter,
any individual has the right to raise an
objection if they submit the necessary
paperwork, together with evidence
proving that the land in question is not
in fact vacant. However, objections to
a VFV application can only be made

This process is highly problematic for IDPs in Kachin. It is unlikely that IDPs would be
aware of any Form 5 posted, because it would be displayed in an area from which
they have been displaced and are generally unable to visit (due to restrictions and
costs). Even if they are able to visit periodically, the notice is only displayed for a
period of 30 days. On the small chance that IDPs see or become aware of the notice,
they will then have to be able to read Myanmar language and also understand the
process for submitting an objection, which is often not the case for many IDPs in
Kachin State. The objection process requires significant legal understanding and
resources to pursue, which are likely to be out of reach for many IDPs.
There are examples where IDPs have been able to raise objections, but this was
only with the help of local CSOs, lawyers or paralegals who become involved. In
these cases, such intermediaries found out and informed IDPs of the Form 5 and
were then able to assist with the process, and even stop the acquisition and
development of IDP land.
In addition to the Form 5 application being displayed, the township DALMS office is
required to inspect the land to determine whether it is indeed VFV land, according
to certain criteria.32 In theory, inspections should provide some protection for IDPs,
as surveyors from the Land Department ought to be able to identify if the land was
previously used or occupied by IDPs by consulting local people and especially the
village administrator (who is responsible for keeping an overview of village land
use), or by the existence of housing or orchards on the land. In practice, if physical
inspections occur (which may not always be the case, with DALMS officers relying
on often out-of-date maps rather than venturing into potentially unsafe areas), it
seems that surveyors may not have been told about, or may have ignored, evidence
of former land use. IDPs have reported that in some cases inspections have been
conducted for the purpose of measuring land but not assessing whether it is
subject to competing claims, including those of IDPs displaced by conflict.
There are comparable procedures for surveying land registrations under the 2012
Farmland Law, and also examples reported of IDPs’ farmland being registered by
others in their absence. Procedures of public notification of farmland applications
may not always be followed at village level, so opportunities for objection may
be effectively removed. In research by development NGO GRET, which considered
village-level notifications under the Farmland Law in the Dry Zone and Delta regions,
it was found that only 42.5 percent of respondents reported that a public list of
applications for farmland certificates was actually published at the village level.33
Nonetheless, assuming that the correct process was actually followed in Kachin
State, the challenges are clear for IDPs in being able to monitor announcements in
the village from which they have been displaced.
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Fears that unused or undocumented
land will be lost
IDPs interviewed are concerned that the longer they are displaced, the more likely
it is that their land will be unfairly reclassified as vacant or fallow, resulting in them
losing their rights. These concerns are rooted in a number of factors.
•

Farmland Law is unclear on customary land: Local land tenure arrangements
for much IDP land were customary, with no legal documentation. Farmland
certificates are issued under the 2012 Farmland Law, which is central to
formalizing land rights over existing paddy and agricultural land. A common
criticism of this law is that it does not recognize ethnic modalities of land
use34 and does not explicitly recognize customary land management and
agricultural practices, which were common in areas where much IDP land is
located. Specifically, many IDPs have moved from areas in which the traditional
practice of shifting cultivation has long been in use. Although this form of land
use is acknowledged in article 3a of the Farmland Law, there is no legal means
or instruction allowing for the registration or recognition of rights to this kind
of land, even though it is recognized in the 2016 NLUP.

•

New laws since 2011 displacements: Given that this law was enacted in 2012,
most farmers would not have had the chance to register their land prior to the
main IDP displacements in Kachin, which occurred in 2011.
Perceptions of status of unused and untaxed land: Even on farmland recognized
by the government prior to 2012, rights may seem to be ‘lost’ because the land
is no longer being used and the infrastructure on it is decaying. According to
IDPs’ reports, this fear is compounded by the fact that land use tax receipts
are reportedly no longer being issued, on the grounds that IDPs are no longer
using the land. Tax receipts have been one of the key ways to establish land
use rights for farmers, particularly prior to the introduction of the 2012 VFV and
Farmland laws. In losing these receipts, IDPs surveyed feel that they are losing
one of the pieces of evidence with which they can prove their land use rights.
One interviewee reported:

Our lands were confiscated by the military, [but] we did not have
any legal registration to show ownership of our land, like a Form
735 . We do not have any legal documents to prove ownership
even though we were working on this land for many years, since
[the time of] our ancestors. We just did not know that we should
have the documen
In spite of these fears, it does not follow that IDPs have no legal rights to the land
they have left behind. Under the common law system in Myanmar, people’s claims
to land rights can be backed up in court in a variety of ways, including with tax
receipts or testimony from neighbours or village administrators.
Although the VFV and Farmland laws were enacted in 2012, after the displacement
of most IDPs, they do recognize that under certain circumstances normal rules
do not apply. The concern that farmers must ‘use it or lose it’ is reinforced by the
Farmland Law, since theoretically rights to farmland that is unused, or left ‘fallow’,
can be revoked and the land rights reallocated. In practice, the research has shown
that the inability of IDPs to farm their land of origin has indeed offered another
avenue for third parties to register this land in recent years. Article 12(i) of the
law states, however, that ‘farmland shall not be fallow without a sound reason’.
The presence of armed conflict and insecurity preventing an IDP from returning to
farm their land should qualify as a ‘sound reason’ to become a case of exception.
Similarly, the VFV Law includes provisions to protect land rights of whoever has
acquired land under the law but has failed to develop it within a stipulated fouryear period, if there are exceptional circumstances, ‘for reasons such as delays
caused by natural hazards or lack of security due to other causes’.36 While there is
no explicit reference to displacement as a result of conflict, the category of ‘other’
would logically include conflict-related displacement.
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For women, access to land is critical in facilitating economic empowerment, which
in turn increases participation in household decision making and expands their
scope of choices. It helps to mitigate vulnerability when dealing with economic
loss and crisis, which again impact women disproportionately because often their
economic opportunities are comparatively weaker. Land is a substantial means of
income for all people, and particularly women in the case of widowhood or divorce.
Regressive attitudes towards land ownership or titling often mean that women do
not share the same ownership over land or property as men, exacerbating existing
vulnerabilities created by a deteriorating humanitarian context.37 One interviewee
detailed her challenges after a former village leader helped somebody else to
register her land in their own name:

The former village leader was involved with him to register the
land. I am facing many challenges to solve this because it was
committed by people with power. The administrator … did this
because he thinks people with power can do whatever they want.
People who know about the law can violate and abuse it. The
man who took my land is a civil servant, educated and rich. I am
not educated nor rich. I am a widow. So they oppressed me. I do
not understand the law. I do not have anyone like relatives who I
can count on or support me. That is why they are oppressing me.
Research by NGO network Namati38 found that 80 percent of farmland registrations
were for men only, 16 percent for women and 4 percent joint titles. The same
research found that 22 percent of women paralegals were involved in joint
registration cases compared with only 1 percent of men paralegals, suggesting
that women paralegals are more likely to support women’s land interests. The
ability of women IDPs to achieve land tenure security could be strengthened by
substantially increasing the percentage of women interlocutors in land-related
institutions. Interventions to support IDPs to claim their land of origin rights should
prioritize support for women and proactively address gender inequities.
Women IDPs tend to be the main ones handling concerns relating to land because
they are less likely to travel for work outside IDP camps. Most institutions tasked
with land titling or dispute resolution, on the other hand, are dominated by men.
During data collection for this report, all relevant government staff, village
heads and community leaders were men. Research by Namati indicates that of
the 330 Township Administrators nationwide – who are critical interlocutors in
land disputes – there is not a single woman administrator. Often this means that
women’s interests are not fully represented and that outcomes are generally less
favourable for women.
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IDPs lack access to information and
justice mechanisms
IDPs say they have a distinct lack of access to land-related information and justice
mechanisms. This is partly because of their isolation in camps, and partly because
the majority of displacement in Kachin occurred in 2011, while the VFV and Farmland
laws were enacted in 2012. In camps, IDPs reported that they have limited exposure
to the details of the land laws and it is difficult to access relevant legal information
and engage local authorities. When disputes or complaints arise, IDPs indicated
that they often do not know who to turn to, they cannot access the right people or
do not have the resources to assert their land rights.
IDP land rights are well covered in international standards and principles
United Nations Principles on Housing and Property Restitution for Refugees and Displaced Persons (Pinheiro Principles)
The Pinheiro Principles39 outline the rights of refugees and displaced persons to recover housing, land and/or property (HLP) that they owned or held other rights over at the time of their
displacement. These principles stipulate that displacement needs to be coupled with concrete
forms of remedy and redress, and that restitution is central for displaced people to be able to
claim their fundamental rights. They highlight that the loss of housing and property is an obstacle to voluntary return and repatriation.
Crucially, the principles recognize the right to both restoration of and compensation for any
HLP that IDPs are unlawfully deprived of.40 They also highlight an obligation on the part of the
state to prioritize the right to restitution as a remedy for displacement and recognize restitution as a distinct right in and of itself.41 The principles recognize the right to freedom of movement and the right to choose one’s residence, and firmly prohibit arbitrary displacement.42
They provide a framework of assurance whereby people who are displaced can maintain their
HLP rights.
The Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement
The Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement reiterate principles of humanitarian and
human rights law that protect the rights of IDPs. Notably, under these principles states have
a positive obligation to protect against the displacement of minorities and others who have a
‘special dependency on and attachment to their lands’. Further to this, the principles state that
the ‘property and possessions left behind by internally displaced persons should be protected
against destruction and arbitrary and illegal appropriation, occupation or use’.43 The principles also caution against forcible return to or resettlement in any place where IDPs’ lives, safety,
liberty or health would be at risk.
Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of
Gross Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law
The Basic Principles recognize the right to restitution, including vis-à-vis residence and property. They clearly stipulate that ‘restitution should, whenever possible, restore the victim to
the original situation before the gross violations of international human rights law or serious
violations of international humanitarian law occurred. Restitution includes, as appropriate:
restoration of liberty, enjoyment of human rights, identity, family life and citizenship, return to
one’s place of residence, restoration of employment, and return of property.’44

To the Government of Myanmar
In the short term:
•

•

•

The Government of Myanmar should clarify the status of IDPs’ rights to their land
of origin, in accordance with existing laws, guided by the NLUP and relevant
international standards. This could be achieved with an instruction to all
relevant officials, including township, village tract and village administrators.
It should reduce confusion and concerns among IDPs about what constitutes
a valid land rights claim (e.g. tax receipts, testimony, etc.) for those who left
their land prior to the enactment of the 2012 land laws.
Exceptions to rules on leaving land fallow need to be clarified to reassure IDPs
that their land restitution rights are not extinguished during their period of
displacement in light of their exceptional circumstances, which qualify as a
‘natural disaster’ under Myanmar law.
In the case of commercial land acquisitions, the Government of Myanmar
should introduce a temporary pause on granting new concessions in Kachin
to businesses to prevent new acquisitions of IDP land, while any legal
confusion with regard to the treatment of IDP land rights is clarified with the
Land Department, township officials and village administrators, as well as
Union-level bodies – for instance, in relation to VFV land allocations. This
would include not only VFV land permits but also the issuing of Environmental
Certificates of Complaiance (ECCs) by the Ministry of Natural Resources
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•

•

•

and Environmental Conservation (MONREC) and investment permits by the
Department of Investment and Company Administration (DICA). In this respect,
the commitment of the Kachin State Chief Minister to establish a ‘land scrutiny
commission in order to establish the amount of redistributed land and how
much of it belongs to IDPs’45 should be implemented as soon as possible.
The Government of Myanmar should enact legislation on restitution that
introduces clear mechanisms of redress by relevant bodies to effectively
register and process claims of unfair or unlawful acquisition of IDP land by third
parties, and provide displaced persons (and refugees) with effective remedies.
Land acquisition and registration procedures under the VFV Law and the
Farmland Law in Kachin State must be urgently reviewed, and revised if needed,
to ensure that the exceptional circumstances of IDPs are recognized and to
take account of their safety concerns and access restrictions, which prevent
them from having a say in the use and transfer of their land. This includes
amendments to the 30-day notice period for objections, which is a practical
impossibility for most IDPs to adhere to. Government bodies tasked with
inspecting land should introduce guidelines to fully and accurately scrutinize
its vacancy or otherwise in a way that is sensitive to the conflict context of
Kachin.
Armed forces should, where possible, lift access restrictions, both formal and
arbitrary, to IDPs’ land of origin, and guarantee safe passage for IDPs wishing
to access their land of origin.

In the medium to long term:
•

•

•
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•
•

The new national land law, as stipulated by the NLUP, should align with the
standards set out in the UN Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement, the
Pinheiro Principles and other international standards relating to IDPs. Other
national laws should also be aligned with these principles, in particular the
Natural Disaster Management Law, the Farmland Law and the VFV Law.
Any laws,46 policies or eventual agreements emerging from the national
political dialogue or other peace agreements should ensure that IDPs can
return voluntarily to their land of origin or be resettled elsewhere in a place of
their choice, regardless of length of displacement.
Any post-conflict land restitution mechanisms or processes agreed in the
future should ensure that IDPs, and others affected by conflict, retain all
their previous rights and/or entitlements, guarantee the right to restitution,47
acknowledge and respect customary practices, be conflict-sensitive and be
inclusive of women. Restitution also needs to ensure robust approaches to
ensuring justice in the case of secondary occupants who have acquired IDP
land since 2011.
The government should ensure that IDPs are able to participate in key peace
and development processes, particularly for women and youth.
The National Natural Disaster Management Committee should, in accordance
with its existing mandate, support and facilitate rehabilitation and
reconstruction activities and ensure that IDPs can return to their land and
have health, education and livelihood opportunities.

To international donors and organizations
• Support actors providing legal services and awareness on land issues to
individuals and communities affected by the loss of land due to conflict. This
should include both direct legal aid and other legal awareness activities and
ensuring that laws are available in local languages.
• Special effort should be paid to encouraging women’s empowerment, including
by directly supporting women paralegals to represent women’s interests in
land dispute cases.
• Stand ready to support all stakeholders in Kachin to develop and implement a
robust land restitution process as part of a comprehensive peace agreement.
To domestic and multinational companies investing in Kachin
• In addition to comprehensive legal and environmental compliance and due
diligence, which are a must anywhere in Myanmar, companies should adopt
a conflict-sensitive approach to new and existing investments that includes
carrying out and acting upon an assessment of any potential loss of land and
property rights of IDPs in Kachin.
• In the event that grievances are raised by IDPs in relation to investments, ensure
that these are processed sensitively and in accordance with international
principles on business and human rights.
To all stakeholders
•
•

Key barriers to return, including the presence of armed actors, landmines and
ongoing conflict, must be comprehensively addressed by all stakeholders,
necessitating a cessation of armed conflict and a negotiated peace settlement.
Authorities, NGOs and development partners should support IDPs in
understanding their rights in order to allow them to make informed decisions,
and document their land rights claims, either to seek immediate remedy where
land has been acquired, or to build cases in anticipation of a fully fledged land
restitution process in the future.
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To the Kachin Independence Organisation/Army
• Ensure that all access restrictions to IDPs’ land of origin are lifted where
possible, and that safe passage of access is granted to IDPs wishing to return
to their land of origin.
• Finalize a land policy that provides for explicit protection for IDPs’ right to
housing, land and property rights.
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NOTES
The term internally displaced person (IDP) is widely used to refer to people displaced by conflict, but
members of the DPP consortium share the view that the term is problematic, and feel that terminology used
should reflect and respect the dignity and worth of people displaced by conflict. Since this discussion is
ongoing, and since there is wide use of the abbreviation IDP, this paper will continue to use it for purposes
of brevity, while noting that more discussion needs to take place to address this important issue in future
publications.
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